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Down
1 fam ous for being stale
2 "the working class neighborhood of Chapel
Hill"
3 free radio
4 ideal society of nowhere
5 the eyes of buildings
8 butterflies are blatant about it
10 a m ilitant reformer
11 the vital characteristic of a young person
13 show
15 an action or idea that questions w hether
something is true or accurate
18 talking big
19 relating to fundam entals
20 Sym b io nese_______ Army
22 an activity done for fun, usually can be lost
or won
23 this reporting has moved significantly to the
web, these days
27 a stone doing this gathers no moss (or so
they say)
28 Hitchcock made this form of travel sugges
tive
30 a city known for witchcraft, also a cigarette

Across
1 ____ as fuck
2 detrimental absorption or assimilation
6 one w ho collects
7 aggressive deconstruction
9 w h at w e do when we're not working
1 2 _________defines us
14 the clique-iest part of security culture
16 the obvious response to insularity
17 Black and Red, LBCBooks, Eberhardt Press,
each is one
19 meaningful to a particular topic
21 doesn't have to be tourism , but usually is
23 a wom an's name, also happiness
24 the part of the gun w here you put the
bullets
25 John Lennon sang about having it, and look
w h at happened to him
26 Kennedy said if peaceful ones aren't pos
sible, then violent ones are
29 m any blood sucking insects, w e hear
31 some w ho break w ith established customs
32 challenging goals
33 something that arouses to a particular
emotion or action is a n _______
34 a reputed inner being
35 to try hard to do something difficult
36 one of the main parts of a long piece of
classical music
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